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This document is divided into sections that correspond to the 
project’s phases, as follows:

1. Understand upcoming Workflow Manager feature needs from 
the perspective of our POs and GE’s business goals.

2. Conduct original research with UPMC users to understand 
how proposed UI features affect their information needs and 
goals. 

3. Design a flexible, scalable, familiar front-end system that can 
accommodate RA1000 parity and emerging SIRCC needs.  

4. Develop a prototype of the refactored UI and evaluate with 
radiologists and other stakeholders.

5. Pitch the prototype to GE POs and PMs, and continue to 
refine it  based on business and user feedback.

Refactoring Process - Overview

From June through November 2017, the 
Workflow Manager UX team researched, 
synthesized, prioritized, sketched, built (with 
help from a developer), iterated, socialized,  
evaluated, and pitched a refactored front-end 
UI for the Workflow Manager software. 

This document summarizes the goals, 
methods, and outcomes of this process. 

As of this writing, this project and process is 
still in flight! Research and iteration on the 
refactor is ongoing until we ship it. We’ll 
update this report as the project evolves. 

Note: all research, protocols, documentation, 
notes, sketches, decks and other materials 
related to this project, including a build of the 
prototype, are available on Box. 

https://upmc.box.com/s/vucl9nlku0mk5p0b1nahn3s3i5bvonpr


1. Understand RA1000 parity needs 
from PO/GE/business perspective

Summer 2017 workshops



PO/RA1000 parity remote workshops - June 2017

In June 2017, NGI’s WFM UX and Product 
Owner teams kicked off a 2-day remote 
workshop aimed at RA1000 parity discovery.

“RA1000 Parity” is a high-level capability 
encompassing 60+ new features meant to 
ensure Workflow Manager accommodates 
RA1000 (and UV) capabilities, with the 
ultimate goal of sunsetting RA1000.  

The team evaluated RA1000 parity features in 
the context of the current product, and 
formed hypotheses around how these 
features would map to the existing Workflow 
Manager UI. 



Findings Summary

High-level findings

The majority of proposed RA1000 parity features 
affect the most-crowded and fragile areas of the 
system - Worklists and Patient History. 

The highest-impact, highest-risk proposed 
features reside in the DxHub. 

Actions and outcomes

The ultimate outcome of this internal discovery was 
agreement, shared among UXers and POs, that 
Workflow Manager’s already-cluttered interface should 
be refactored to accommodate emerging feature 
needs.  

PMs and POs told us: if you propose a refactored UI 
before the SP10 planning period, we’ll consider it for 
development. 



PO/RA1000 parity remote workshops - June 2017

Defining roles Mapping features to roles

Defining cost vs impact Forming UI hypothesis

The UX team prepared and tested a 
set of gamestorming exercises 
that could be conducted remotely 
via a shared document. 

We exported relevant feature titles  
from Rally, formatted each into its 
own blue “card”, and developed 
game-boards for placing these 
cards in several contexts, including 
user roles, cost vs impact, and UI 
location/ implementation. 

POs worked together to define the 
parameters around each feature 
and locate it appropriately on the 
game-boards, including:

- Role definition
- Feature-to-role mapping
- Cost vs impact mapping
- WFM UI hypotheses 



Defining and isolating high-impact features

1. POs classified features 
according to their impact 
on business goals. 

2. POs shared hypotheses 
about where in the existing 
WFM system they would 
locate each feature. 

3. Post-exercise, we 
cross-referenced the 
highest- impact features 
(in green) with their 
proposed locations.

4. Post-exercise, we isolated 
the highest-impact 
features by their proposed 
UI location. 

1 2

3 4



Focusing our UI sketching priorities

To guide our priorities in a large 
(50+) feature-set, we used the 
highest-impact features, 
cross-referenced against the full 
set, to focus our research, 
sketching, and paper prototyping 
efforts. 



Finally, we analyzed PO 
feedback about the cost 
(and therefore the risk) of 
high-impact features. The 
feature numbers in red on 
this chart represent the 
highest-impact and 
highest-cost features in 
this analysis. Editing 
report-text in the DxHub 
appears as the riskiest 
high-impact feature, 
suggesting a greater focus 
than we initially thought on 
refactoring in the DxHub.

Risk/cost assessment & the DxHub



2. Conduct original research with users 
to understand their information needs 
and goals
Summer 2017 user feedback sessions 



User & UI discovery research 

Our discovery exercises with POs revealed dozens of 
new features that need to be accommodated in an 
already-crowded Workflow Manager UI. Where to put 
it all? To answer that question, we conducted 
research with radiologists to try and uncover patterns 
around which UI elements and actions need to be 
available at all times within and across  workflows, 
and which could be pushed to a second or third level 
in the interface. 

In addition, given the high-impact/high-risk nature of 
features that could potentially affect the DxHub, we 
wanted to gather data to drive decision-making 
around EMR document use. 

To those ends, the Workflow Manager team 
conducted the following research activities in summer 
2017:

1. Card sort + redacted UI exercise with 7 
radiologists on site at UPMC Presbyterian. 

2. Qualtrics survey of 48 UPMC radiologists 
around their habits using EMR documents and 
prior radiology reports. 

3. Color-analysis of the existing WFM UI.

This section covers those activities and findings in 
detail. 



Overall Findings Summary

- We found few consistent patterns among 
radiologists around the information they want to see, 
when, in different parts of their workflows. This 
suggests a strong need for easy-to-control, end-user 
configurability of top-level system components.  

- The majority of user-respondents to our survey - 
more than 80% - would view multiple EMR 
documents and prior-radiology reports side-by-side 
if the capability was fast and convenient. 

- Visual problems and UI clutter are already 
problematic in Workflow Manager. The current UI 
uses more than 20 different colors, including 9 
different grays and 9 different blues. Even without 
RA1000 Parity features or other emerging needs, the 
system’s visual design needs to be addressed.



The UX team met with 7 radiologists at UPMC Presby 
to better understand how they prioritize various 
proposed features, and how these features map to 
specific workflows. We used a meta-analysis of 
existing research to identify 4 workflow phases: 

- Navigating/finding exams
- Viewing/dictating exams
- Post-exam follow up 
- Stage-agnostic/all phases

Rads sorted physical cards labeled with information- or 
action-components into one of the 4 workflow phase 
buckets. For each feature or information-component 
that appears currently in the interface, along with 
proposed RA1000 parity features, we asked rads: When 
in your workflow do you need this information, and how 
often do you need access at the top-level (always, 
sometimes, or rarely)?

Card sort + redacted UI exercises
Findings 
The resulting data showed no clear and unambiguous patterns for the information 
different radiologists need or want to see and act on at all times and across 
workflows. This suggested a strong need for configurability -- an easy way for 
end-users to tailor the system to fit their workflows and preferences.

In addition, this research showed that functionality currently trapped in some parts 
of the system (Worklists, DxHub) should ideally be available and accessible more 
or most of the time, and across workflows. This suggested a need to make more 
items readily-available from multiple parts of the system, without 
information-redundancy (like a right-click menu + overflow-menu structure).



Card sort + redacted UI exercises - data summaries

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Shinde Komlosi Fuhrman Furlan Stein Muthukrishnan Fitz
Women's Neuro Chest Abdominal Abdominal Nuc Med Pediatric



Card sort + redacted UI exercises - data summaries



Card sort + redacted UI exercises - data summaries



Card sort + redacted UI exercises - data summaries



A color-use analysis of the 
current Workflow Manager UI 
showed that the system is 
currently using 9 different 
grays, whites and blacks, and 
9 different shades of blue 
(shown on next page). 

Few of these 
color-differences reflect a 
systematic use of color, either 
to denote hierarchical 
differences in the system, or 
to track information- 
relationships across 
components. Further, 
different colors appear on 
similar information-items 
within the same component. 

Color analysis



Color analysis

Workflow Manager has 9 
different shades of blue. 



Other findings & themes - real estate

Show the right thing at the right time

Rads are careful where to spend their click 
currency, and are often disappointed in the 
ROI. “I want to see [the worklist] the first time, and when I 

lock on cases, but I don’t want to see it all the time. It’s 
kind of depressing actually”

"When I click on a case, it should maximize and cover 
everything -- larger font, more space for that patient...I 
don't want to see the other cases”

“Rads felt too many clicks to access information such 
as full view of prior report” (Duke University)

“If launching prior report should auto expand to full DX 
hub screen - should not need to keep clicking to expand 
report” (Duke University)

Worklists



Other findings & themes - real estate
Top: Current WFM

All-or-nothing 
navigation + 
worklist; lots of 
real-estate 
allocated to 
navigation. 

Bottom: Proposed

“Skinny tie” 
navigation acts as 
a heads-up display; 
navigation is 
hidden until 
needed; more 
real-estate 
available for report 
in Split Screen. 



“I think the background is very hard on the eyes, 
reading black and white is hard on the eyes.”

“Information is difficult to see, font too small, too much 
information - screen appears very busy”

"The less clutter [there is] the more info you can grab at 
first look… Go with a minimalist UI, I prefer to click to 
find more info"

“I read an article on how inefficient it is when your eye 
is drawn around for radiologists… Every stroke, every 
look is a lack of efficiency. This is very busy.”

Other findings & themes - clutter

Visual design + clutter

Almost every participant commented on 
how busy the UI was. The current visual 
design has too much contrast, making 
the screen painful to look at. Clutter 
compounds eyestrain and has a 
significant impact on efficiency - it’s hard 
to find what’s important when it’s 
important. 

Eyestrain

Efficiency



Other findings & themes - clutter

Current WFM
- High contrast visuals increase eye-strain
- Non-semantic, seemingly random use of color 
- Multiple font-sizes, colors, and capitalization strategies 
- No r-click menus means lots of interactions take place at the 
surface; the UI is needlessly crowded with components that don’t 
need to be on the surface. 

Proposed
- Toned-down palette designed for use with lights-off or lights-on
- Limited palette of colors, used in architectural ways
- Simplified type strategy 
- Components tucked away behind context menus



In late summer 2017, we composed a 16-question 
Qualtrics survey around radiologists’ use of EMR 
documents. Specifically, we wanted to use data to 
guide decision-making around the scope of changes 
needed in the DxHub. Do users routinely need or want 
to review multiple EMR documents at the same time, 
or do they primarily view one document and move on? 
For documents, how much of a “stage” does the 
DxHub need for collecting, manipulating and analyzing 
non-imaging data?

We reviewed our survey questions internally with our 
colleagues (UXers and product analysts), and revised 
the survey based on their feedback. Pauline Moran 
emailed the survey link to radiology department heads, 
who forwarded it to their members at their discretion. 

We received 48 responses.  

Qualtrics survey on document-use preferences

Findings Summary

- For a typical case, more than 50% of respondents 
currently prefer to view multiple EMR documents 
at the same time. For a complex case, that figure 
rose to 80%. 

- For a typical case, 42% of respondents prefer to 
view multiple prior radiology reports at the same 
time. 

- Current technological limitations obviously affect 
how people use these systems. One respondent 
noted: “Can only view one [prior report] at a time 
unless you go to the EMR, which is 
time-consuming.”  Among respondents, 88% 
would view multiple EMR docs side-by-side if the 
capability were readily available; 80% would view 
prior reports side-by-side.
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56% of respondents



What is your subspecialty?
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68% of respondents
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complextypical 
some, 

most, or all cases
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Other than Reason for Exam, what information are you typically 
looking for in the EMR?

For a typical case, what best describes how you 
prefer to view documents from the EMR?
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For a typical case, about how many prior radiology reports 
might you have open at the same time?

What best describes how you view prior radiology reports?

If you had the ability to read different prior radiology reports 
side-by-side, how frequently would you expect to do so?
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How frequently do you monitor or check in on your Worklist(s) 
while you're reviewing a specific patient's information?

What Worklist information do you monitor? Select all that 
apply.



3. Collaboratively design a system that 
can accommodate RA1000 parity and 
emerging SIRCC needs

Summer 2017 collaborative sketching sessions 



The Workflow Manager team conducted several collaborative 
sketching sessions during the summer and early fall of 2017.  

In addition to the primary WFM design-team members (Suzanne 
Kafantaris, Jenica Welch, and Steph Wirtz), we invited analysts 
(Pauline Moran), our GE usability research colleagues (Mary 
Hatch and James Gualtieri), UPMC design colleagues who work 
on other NGI products, or who previously worked on WFM 
(Rachel Alberico, Bryon Pigg, Susanna Zlotnikov), and our SIRCC 
researcher (Ally Reeves).

We used a charrette process, dividing the larger team into 
smaller groups, each of which was given a workflow prompt to 
sketch out a particular part of the system. Teams sketched 
together, briefed their sketches to the group, and then switched 
to a new prompt. Every team sketched on every prompt.

 

Collaborative sketching



User/business focused guidelines

● Meet RA-1000 parity needs
● Allow for future scalability, particularly for 

SIRCC 
● Increase rad efficiency
● Reduce information-redundancy
● Show rads the right info at the right point: 

good defaults + configurability

Information-architecture principles

● Stable, dependable, familiar design
● Reusable architectural components at 

every level
● Responsive & adaptable UI
● “Graceful degradation” in older browsers
● Consistent, architectural use of UI colors 

and patterns
● “Easy on the eyes”

 

Principles, guidelines & atomic design
We developed a set of principles to guide our sketching iterations. 
We first defined user and business focused goals, and separately 
defined information-architecture principles. 

In particular, we were interested in using Brad Frost’s “atomic 
design” concept to develop a stable and flexible system. This 
approach starts with the smallest, most highly-constrained critical 
component of a system, and develops UI interaction patterns 
tailored to the component that can scale up effectively to different 
levels in the information hierarchy. 

In Workflow Manager, the smallest critical component is the 
Worklist Item. It’s one of the most information-critical parts of the 
system, already overburdened by visual and interaction choices 
that seem to cause more problems than they solve. Our RA1000 
Parity analysis showed that the Worklist/Worklist Item was the POs 
preferred location for more than 2 dozen RA1000 parity features, 
about half of them high-impact and therefore high priority. 

We spent nearly a third of our total sketching time on the Worklist 
Item and its container, and scaled up to progressively higher levels 
of the information architecture from there. 



Atomic design approach - the Worklist Item
We began our sketching iterations using an atomic design approach 
on the Worklist Item. 

Each WFM designer separately sketched a structure and affordances 
for the Worklist Item and its container that could incorporate existing 
and proposed RA1000 functionality. We briefed our designs to the 
team, picked the best parts of each approach, and sketch-tested how 
well our chosen approaches scaled up across the system. Lather, 
rinse, repeat.

We identified a structure that worked for Worklist Items and the 
Worklist Container: right-click menus on a Worklist Item, and an 
overflow menu at container-level for batch operations on 
multi-selected items. We tested out these components at different 
levels in the UI (full-screen worklists and DxHub). 

We returned to the DxHub several times to work out a structure that 
could accommodate multiple documents, and potentially multiple 
SIRCC modules, while decoupling (S)IRCC from the rest of the system 
for GE business purposes (e.g. the design needed to accommodate 
institutions that don’t use IRCC). Given the increased focus on 
document types and filtering in Patient History, we reworked the 
DxHub to offer much more space for the set of patient history 
information and individual patient-history items. 



Information Architecture in the Worklist Item



Information architecture changes

Improving the current foundation

We didn’t change things just to change them. Many of the 
components and patterns in the system remain familiar, 
including its foundational information-architecture. Existing 
users shouldn’t need extensive retraining to use the prototype. 

Biggest paradigm shift is Navigator and Dx Hub

In an attempt to gain more space in the UI for patient-centered 
discovery, we used research showing users don’t 
In the DxHub, we focused on research findings showing that 
users would view multiple documents together in context if 
given the opportunity. We attempted to include emerging SIRCC 
research (including Ally Reeves’ proposals for smart modules 
that can act on multiple documents). 



4. Develop a prototype and evaluate 
with technologists & radiologists

Fall 2017 prototype planning, execution, & testing



Workflow Manager refactor prototype

In late summer, the WFM UX team was offered 
the resources of a full-time prototype developer 
(Zach Piekut) and project coordinator (Anthony 
Shea).  Prior to getting a developer, we had 
planned to use paper-prototypes in Invision or 
Axure (which remained a fallback option). 

Our primary goal was to get a (good, researched, 
vetted) prototype ready to pitch to GE’s WFM 
Product Manager before the SP10 planning 
period in late fall 2017.

The prototyping effort had several components:

1) Sketching and prioritizing the prototype 
backlog

2) Testing the prototype with users 

3) Iterating based on testing feedback

4) Evaluating the prototype’s technical 
feasibility with WFM developers (Baymax) 

5) Verifying that RA1000 parity backlog items 
could be mapped to the prototype 

6) Pitching the prototype to GE PMs 

This section summarizes each of these 
components and processes.



Sketching and prioritizing the prototype backlog

Steph Wirtz, Zack Piekut, and Anthony Shea formed the 
core team working on the WFM Refactor prototype. 

Steph iterated with the other WFM designers, Zach, and 
Anthony to feed and prioritize the prototype’s Jira backlog. 
The team used two approaches to guide priorities:

1) Atomic design: this approach let us verify and our 
“atomic” choices before setting them in stone at a 
higher level. 

2) RA1000 parity analysis: we used the results of our 
PO analysis, including guidance on highest-impact 
and highest-risk features, to set priorities for 
feature-additions past the initial development 
phase. 

Steph designed all of the visual assets, data tables, and 
final sketches used in the prototype. The WFM UX team 
provided ongoing feedback at regular touchpoints. 



Testing the prototype with users

The Workflow Manager UX team tested the first version of the 
prototype with 4 UPMC radiologists over a period of 2 weeks. 
(We continued testing with 3 more radiologists on the first 
version while a second version was in development.)

We drafted a task-based testing protocol based on an 
evaluation that Bryon Pigg had previously developed for an 
overall WFM and UV usability test based on GE’s workflow 
documentation. We discarded the UV portion of the existing 
protocol and rewrote some parts to reflect new functionality. 
We submitted the protocol to several levels of review, including 
internal WFM team members, the full GE/UPMC UX team, and 
a dry-run test with an analyst, Pauline Moran. 

The final testing protocol evaluated 17 tasks, including 
monitoring a specific worklist, choosing exams, viewing 
multiple documents, and configuring a worklist. 

While “walk up usability” (e.g. use without training) wasn’t a 
primary goal of the prototype, we wanted to evaluate whether 
radiologists could complete a task without instruction from a 
tester and without prior immediate training on the prototype 
interface. 



Findings Summary

- All four radiologists completed nearly half (8) of the 
evaluated tasks with no prior training and no assistance 
from the tester. 

- Two of four radiologists completed 14 of 17 tasks (82%)  
without prior training or assistance. 

- Two of the tasks - performing higher-level batch 
operations on multiple exams, and pinning multiple 
documents for review - always required tester 
assistance. During the second iteration of the prototype, 
we concentrated on refining the interaction design and UI 
metaphors around these tasks to improve their walk-up 
usability. Both tasks represented new capabilities in the 
system rather than revisions to existing functionality. 

- Overall reactions were positive, particularly around the 
visual design and some of the new capabilities 
(monitoring pinned worklists, and pinning multiple 
documents in the DxHub).



Iterating based on test results

We tested the initial version of the prototype with 4 
radiologists. The results, mapped to tasks, are shown in the 
table to the right.  

During testing, it became immediately obvious which parts 
of the system needed attention -- specifically, batch 
operations on multiple items, and “bookmarking” multiple 
documents. 

Batch operations suffered from a bug in the prototype that 
caused exams to open when a user clicked on them, even if 
they were in multiselect mode. In the DxHub, the 
“Bookmark” metaphor was problematic, and users had a 
hard time understanding what was expected based on the 
task prompt. Once prompted or shown these features, their 
responses were highly positive, suggesting the features 
themselves were useful, but the implementation needed to 
be more usable. 

About halfway through testing, we asked for and received a 
few more days with the developer to address these and 
other weak-spots in the prototype. The second iteration 
was completed and demoed to GE’s WFM Product 
Managers on November 16, 2017. 



User feedback 

Real estate allocation

“I like everything. You just have more 
real-estate to work with.“

“This looks pretty good. It looks quite clean. I 
do notice every time you hover, it shows 
reason for exam and physician name. I’m just 
wondering if that’s more distracting than 
helpful. Because every time I go over here by 
mistake, it’s popping up. Once I’m locked on it 
and clicked on it, I have that here. Do I really 
need it here [too]?”

“I mean this is good, I like that there’s not a lot 
on the screen. I’d probably get rid of some 
stuff, that would decrease clutter, like ordering 
physician. I’d probably increase the font a 
little...but our screens will probably be bigger. I 
don’t find this to be cluttered at all.” 



User feedback

Visual Design

“I like it, it’s clean. “

“Creating the single row in worklist and the 
timeline is huge. ... Giving me some 
information but not all the information. 
Simplifying and looking less complicating but 
enabling all the functionality that it has.”

It looks quite clean...It looks pretty nice. I like 
your color scheme better too, this blue.” 

“I like that there’s not a lot on the screen. I’d 
probably get rid of some stuff, that would 
decrease clutter.”



User feedback

Skinny tie & Worklist preview 

“I think this [worklist preview] is more useful, because I 
don’t have to get out of whatever I’m doing...and I can 
also lock anything I want. [Switching to full screen]...I 
can use this list without disrupting workflow too much, 
but I have to click on it. But it does give me more 
information.... It might be more practical, more useful. 
I’m making a more informed decision on what I’m 
claiming...I want to see who the ordering physician is to 
claim an exam.”

“I need the most urgent study first. Some studies can 
bog me down once you look at. I don’t want to have 
patient die because I was bogged down with something 
else.” 

“I like the hover. I hover over it and I can quickly see that 
this requires... I hop there and hop back to the mode. I 
would probably use this all the time if I like the 2-column 
view, if the hover could mimic the worklist I prefer. … I 
like the flat list myself –I’ve been pushing very hard to 
get to a completely flat list”. - C Dieble



User feedback

Customization

“I like customizing what I have to see.” 

Configure: Split Screen

Configure: Full Screen



User feedback

Viewing multiple docs

[Opens Bookmarks tab] “Okay, that’s great...so you can view them 
side by side…[Does this seem useful?] Absolutely!” [Talks about 
comparing measurements across reports over time]

“Let’s say that I want to see imaging report and then surgery and 
then I click on that, will I be able to take a look at multiple?  That’s 
not bad...Looking at multiple docs is good.”

[Clicks on bookmark.] “This is an extra bonus. I would keep it. It is 
useful. If I click on two CTs at two different times…. This is a good 
feature.” 

“So it’s clear you created a new tab that makes document viewing 
better for those people who want it. I think it’s a cool concept. 
This is a nice paradigm where Find in Document is local, and 
Search All could give me an hourglass and let that go and go to 
my worklist and viewer and do other stuff. I can go back and 
continue with my read [while the search operates in the 
background]. And you have a nice place in the UI – I like that I can 
find in documents that I hang, I like even better a find in All docs. 
… [W]e want to put communication in here, we need some 
forethought about those ideas, so we can build this in a way that 
has capacity for that. Let’s develop the UI for what we expect a 
year or more from now.”  - C Dieble



Voice UI

“I want to have the capability of a search with 
voice. Let’s say that you have a microphone and 
then you say ‘find me this’ like Siri. This is going 
with the mouse and finding the click. If it just did 
‘Open new study, Open surgery notes.’ If voice 
commands can do all this, why are we not doing 
that?” 

“Can I ask a dumb thing. I thought that the idea of 
having voice activated commands or a touch 
screen would be huge. Are you thinking about 
that?” 

DxHub

“The horizontal timeline makes a lot of sense. 
When you were a little kid doing a timeline... they 
are horizontal. It’s basic.”  

User feedback - future directions



We held two Tech Checks with Baymax’s 
scrum master and lead developer to get 
their feedback about the technical 
feasibility of the prototype, and their 
recommendations for staging 
development. 

Developers recommended breaking up 
the prototype into chunks by level of 
effort and priority. 

Evaluating development feasibility & staging options

Findings Summary

Developers recommended the following staging and 
levels-of-effort for the refactor:

1. Visual design & aesthetics.  LOE: small

2. Navigation. LOE: medium

3. DxHub MVP (reflecting parity with existing 
DxHub functionality). LOE: medium

4. DxHub pinned documents. LOE: 
medium/large

5. End-user worklist and layout configuration. 
LOE: medium



- Level of effort: Small

- Includes visual styling on colors & fonts 
system-wide

- Dovetails with SP10 feature to include 
“lights-on” WFM 

- Addresses design-debt that has been 
accumulating for years and frequent 
user-feedback on the clutter in the UI.

- Supports process-improvement efforts to 
establish a style-guide for WFM

Visual Design  Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration

Visual design + aesthetics



Visual Design  Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Navigator + menu

- Level of effort: Med

- Reduce clutter by using less space and only 
showing worklists that the rad is interested in

- Allow rad to monitor their worklists at any point 
in their workflow 

- Removes support for 4-column view, saving us 
design + dev time in maintaining and testing an 
additional view 

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Pinned worklists dock

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Worklist menu open

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Worklist preview

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Worklist: 2-column + 10-column 

- Level of effort: Medium

- Establishes rules around exam tile 
structure to guide future decision-making

- Single-row 10-column view shows more 
exams “above the fold”

- Direct-manipulation sorting; 
user-controlled columns on/off. 

- Right-click menus offer more functionality 
at scale, in a more stable package. 

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Full screen/split screen simplification & single-row table

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Filtering in full- & split-screen views

Worklist Navigator  Dx Hub User Configuration



Visual Design  

Dx hub MVP

- Level of effort: Med

- Creates an architecture for incoming IRCC 
categories and contextual filters 

- Offers more space for Patient History with 
potential for rich modules and visualizations

- Larger document viewer shows more content with 
less scrolling

- Integrating Associable exams into Patient History 
reduces redundancy
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Visual Design  

Patient timeline
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Visual Design  

Viewing documents
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Visual Design  

Dx Hub phase 2: pinned docs

- Level of effort: Med-Large

- Caters to 2 most common use cases: high 
volume, low acuity and low volume, high acuity

- Workspace allows rads to manipulate multiple 
documents simultaneously in the same window 
(find words, jump to sections, etc)

- Opens door to future SIRCC modules 

- Builds a structure for allowing rads to save 
interesting/high quality docs across sessions 
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Visual Design  

Pinning docs
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Visual Design  

Viewing pinned docs
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- Level of effort: Medium

- Includes mechanism for users to configure 
exam tiles to show only information relevant to 
them, or a given worklist

- Addresses a long-standing source of churn, 
angst, clutter, and defects: too much stuff to fit 
in the UI

Visual Design  

User-level configuration

Configure: Split Screen

Configure: Full Screen
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Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype

F5224  Compare selected 
studies

F4039 Launch external 
application - open API 
support

F4035 DICOM Send Study

F4634 Reject Image 
Workflow

F4679 Delete study 
series/image workflow

F4635 Lock from Deletion 

F4660 View/delete 
Selected Studies for 
Conference 

F4042 Printing Worklists 
(Export?)- 

F4657  Select All / 
De-select All

F4630 Grant/Revoke  
temporary access 

To ensure the prototype met GE’s RA1000 Parity 
business goals, we mapped proposed backlog 
features to specifics of the UI. 

The following pages show those mappings in more 
detail. 



Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype

F5224  Compare selected 
studies

F4039 Launch external 
application - open API 
support

F4035 DICOM Send Study

F4634 Reject Image 
Workflow

F4037 Offline study 
indication in workitems and 
DxHub

F4679 Delete study 
series/image workflow

F4635 Lock from Deletion 

F4660 View/delete 
Selected Studies for 
Conference 

F4042 Printing Worklists 
(Export?)- 

F4657  Select All / 
De-select All

F4630 Grant/Revoke  
temporary access 



F4041 Share Saved 
Exams/Folders w/ Groups

F4660 View Selected 
Studies for Conference

F4657  Select All / 
De-select All

F4653 First Sort Column / 
Second Sort Column

Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype



F5015 Inline Filter/Sort by 
additional/configured 
attributes (after setup)

F4653 First Sort Column / 
Second Sort Column

F3482 Configurable Data 
Elements for Worklists - 
User Level

Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype



F1666 Custom Exam 
Priority

F4037 Offline study 
indication in workitems and 
DxHub

F4674 Exam Notes ""Create 
As""

F4993 Edit Report text in 
DX Hub

F4661 Include 
Comparisons

F4046 Structured Report 
Support in WFM

F1662 Show Object List : 
Series list

Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype



F4660 View Selected 
Studies for Conference

F5058 Mark Exam Dictated

F4663 Mark Transcribed

F4664 Mark Completed

Mapping RA1000 parity items to the prototype



Pitching the prototype

The WFM UX team demonstrated the prototype to 
GE’s Product Managers, Rick Gouse and Alex Heck, 
on November 16 2017. Our walkthrough included a 
pitch deck summarizing the initial RA1000 parity 
discovery exercises, user feedback from prototype 
testing, and GE developer estimates for staging 
and level-of-effort. 

PM reception was positive and encouraging, 
though there were a few areas they asked us to 
continue iterating on. Alex Heck began linking 
prototype backlog items to features in SP10 and 
other releases during the pitch meeting. 

After pitching to the PMs, we showed the prototype 
to Workflow Manager’s Product Owners. Their 
responses were highly encouraging and universally 
positive (e.g. “I don’t see anything here that I don’t 
like. When can we have it?”)

Outcome Summary

Rick and Alex asked us to iterate further on the 
following:

1) Multi-row worklist items in 10-column view. Rick 
Gouse said: “People love that double row so they 
can fit more information on the screen.” 

2) “Simple” states for the DxHub. Because the 
focus of the prototype was accommodating a 
large amount of data without breaking down or 
getting cluttered, the prototype had no examples 
of “simple” states in the DxHub. Rick asked us to 
show examples of what the DxHub would look 
like for an exam with few or no priors. 

3) RSNA. Rick asked to take the prototype to RSNA 
so he could evaluate it further himself. 



UI/UX Design

- Address Rick and Alex’s proposed changes from 
the pitch meeting.

- Refine microinteractions, icons, labels, & visual 
design.

- Explore how WFM interacts with UV (when to open 
reports vs launch images).

- Iterate on patient timeline and document viewer: 
more information/filters, differentiating imaging 
priors from other docs, better layout types and 
multi-document actions.

- Explore using visualizations in the DxHub.  

Next steps - continued iteration and learning

Research

- Continue testing the second prototype 
revision with internal UPMC rads

- Test with users outside of UPMC

- Test with technologists, technicians, 
admins and other non-rads

Socialization

- Share demo with all of WFM’s POs. 

Product Planning

- Map stages to releases

- Understand more of the future roadmap to 
verify scalability of the prototype design 
(ANCR?)


